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Botct Rnd Juttlcn [Pllys. Rcv. 8 27, 613 (1983)l have conducted R ftflitc-chain sca11ng Rllalysis GI1 tllc
spin-1 antiferrornagnctic Heisenberg-Ising chain. They claim that the ground-state properties are complete-

ly different from the case of spin 2. Using finite-size scaling techniques, they conclude that between thc

XFgapless phase and the doublet-ground-state Nccl phase, a ncw phase appears in an extended anisotropy
range. This phase, which encompasses the isotropic Heisenberg model, is characterized by a nonmagnetic

s1nglct gl'ound state and a nonzcI'o cxcltation-cnc1'gy gap. %c perform a sim11ar f1Q1tc-chain scallQg analysis

on the spin 2
antiferrornagnetic Heiscnbe g Ising chain and obtain stnkingly similar results Since the

spin-
2 system is known rigorously not to exhibit the type of behavior proposed by Botet and Jullicn, their

analysis is open to doubt. The possibility arises that a strong singularity at the Heisenberg point for spin 1

(similar to the essential singularity for spin 2 ) may be giving risc to misleading results. Thc T =0 phase

behavior of the spin-1 Heisenberg-Ising antiferromagnetic chain, therefore, remains in. question and specif-

ic additional numerical studies are proposed to clarify thc matter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Following recent thcol'ctlcal work of Haldanc, which
suggests that very different T =0 phase behavior will be ob-
served in the one-dimensional (1D) Heisenberg-Ising anti-
ferromagnet (AFM)

H =2 X (St"St"+I +Sfsf+I +A.st'St'+I ), A. ~0

(St"St"+It ) —( —I )"/~ "", —I + nx = I —t /~ (2)

depending on whether the spin is integral or half-integral,
Botet and Jullien (BJ) have investigated in detail the T=0
properties of Hamiltonian (1) with S= 1 by means of
finite-chain calcUlatlons. They interpret thclr results Rs

supporting Haldane's conclusions, which are summarized in
%'hat f0110%'s.

Special CRscs of Hamlltonlan (1) Rfc thc XY model
(h. =0), thc Hetscnb«g ~odel (X=1), and the Istng model
(X = ao). Thc sttuatton 0 ~~ jl 4 1 cori'csponds to easy-plane
Rnlsotl'opy, Rnd A, Q 1 to easy-axis Rnlsotropy. Fol' 5 = 2,
the T=O phase behavior of (1) is well known ' For
0 « )t «1 the XXZ model (1) has a singlet (S,"'=0) ground
state (GS) and a gapless excitation spectrum. There is no
true long-range order (LRO) in the GS. The two-spin
correlation functions decay asymptotically for large distances
as 8 power law:

where X =costt, , 0 ~ p, ~ Ir/2. The Heisenberg model
(h. =l) marks the termination of the gapless regime [see
Fig. 1(a)]. For A. ) 1, the system has a twofold degenerate
GS separated from the excitation spectrum by a gap whose
magnitude ls glvcn by

sech[(2 +1) /2 ] (4a)
X

N

where coshx = X. ~ 1. For A. ~ 1, the expression behaves as

b, -4m exp[ —m'/42()t —1)]

In this regime, the system has a nonzero sublattice magneti-
zation glvcn by

eo

M,'= lim
I (St'St'+It) I

= X exp —(n —
—,)'A~oo 2x

Note that both 6 Bnd M~ VRAlsh cxponcAtlally Rs X~ 1. IA

fact, thc point A, = 1 ls thc locatloA of Bn csscntlal slAgu18llty
for thcsc and also fol' other T=0 quantitlcs. IQ thc Ising
limit (h. ~ ~) thc GS doublet can be identified as the pair
«Nee»ta«s I t & t &), I j t & t)." H«e M,
rcachcs its satul'ation value. According to HRldanc, such
behavior is characteristic of Hamiltonian (1) with arbitrary
half" lntcgral spin.

For S =1, on the other hand, BJ claim to have found a
T =0 phase behavior which differs drastically from the one
described above. According to Haldane, this new behavior
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FIG. 1. Energy gap b between the ground state and the excita-
tion spectrum of the Heisenberg-Ising antiferromagnet [Eq. (1)] as

a function of anisotropy X ( schematic). Part (a) is based on
i

rigorous results for S=—:The region O~A. ~1 is gapless. The2'
Heisenberg point, X=1, is the location of an essential singularity

marking a transition to a phase with a doublet ground state and a
nonzero excitation gap for ii &1. Part (b) illustrates the behavior
of the case S =1 as conjectured by Haldane (Ref. 1) and supported

by the finite-chain scaling analysis of Botet and Jullien (Ref. 4):
Here the gapless region (0 ~ li. & h.t) and the region with doublet

ground state and gap (X & A.2) are separated by an intermediate

phase (lit & ii & lt2) encompassing the Heisenberg point h, =1,
characterized by a singlet ground state and a gap. According to this
picture the symmetry change of the Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)] at i~= 1

is manifested only in the crossing of the first (doublet) excited state
for X & 1 and the first (singlet) excited state for ii &1 to form an
S"'=1 triplet (solid circle). In Ref. 4 it is conjectured that lit ——0
i.e., the gapless phase exists only for A. =O.

should be characteristic of Hamiltonian (1) for arbitrary in-

tegral spin. In this case, both the gapless XY-like phase
without true LRO and the ordered Ising-like phase with a
doublet GS and an excitation gap still occur. However, in-
stead of a transition between the two phases occurring at the
Heisenberg point, A. =1, where 8changes symmetry, an in-
termediate phase is conjectured in an extended parameter
region between A. i &1 and A,2) 1, which encompasses the
Heisenberg point [see Fig. 1(b)]. The intermediate phase is
characterized by a nondegenerate GS separated by a gap
from the excited states. There is no LRO. At T=O the
correlation functions decay exponentially to zero for large
distances. According to Refs. 1 and 4, the in-plane correla-
tion function (St"Si"+rt ) at A, = h. i and the out-of-plane corre-
lation function (SfSf~at) at A, =)t2 both decay asymptotically
with the same power law, i.e., as ( —1)"/R' 4.

This conjectured phase behavior of the S =1 Heisenberg-
Ising AFM appears to be in contradiction to general princi-
ples in the theory of phase transitions and critical phenome-
na based on symmetry and continuity considerations which

go by the names of smoothness" and universality. ' Specif-
ically, the conclusions of BJ for the S =1 Heisenberg-Ising
AFM arc that, at some intermediate point ~2 in the easy-
axis regime, the critical properties of the system change
drastically, whereas the symmetry character of Hamiltonian
(1) does not. A similar situation occurs at h, i in the easy-
plane regime. At A. =1, on the other hand, where 8
changes from easy-plane symmetry to easy-axis symmetry,
the T =0 properties show no singular character whatsoever.

We might note here that critical singularities or phase
transitions occuring at X &1 have been predicted rather
commonly in the past for the 1D S = —, Heisenberg-Ising

AFM on the basis of various approximate calculations. "
Some degree of confusion resulted until numerical calcula-
tions' followed by rigorous analytic calculations '5 finally
made it clear that X =1 is the only singular point. '

The BJ picture is also in conflict with a large body of work
involving numerical studies on Heisenberg chains with

S ) 2.' ' Previous workers have concluded that Heisen-

berg spin chains have qualitatively the same critical behavior
for arbitrary spin. Further, they have made the observation
that their results arc in increasingly better agreement with
Kubo spin-wave theory, ' ' as the spin value increases.
Since the numerical work of BJ on spin-1 chains is the first
to contradict the accepted understanding, it seems appropri-
ate to apply a close scrutiny.

II. FINITE-SIZE SCALING ANALYSIS
OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

A major goal of previous numerical studies on spin-1
Heisenberg chains has been to generate curves for the ther-
modynamic properties and then extrapolate to the thermo-
dynamic limit for subsequent comparison with experiment.
Hence it has been necessary to calculate all the (2S+1)~
eigenvalues for the finite systems, restricting the maximum
system size to 7 or 8. Since the goal of BJ is the verification
of Haldane's prediction, they are interested only in the two
lowest-lying energy states. Consequently, they have been
able to exploit the powerful Lanczos algorithm to generate
such states for systems of N =2 through 12 spins (they con-
sider only even N). Hence the BJ results represent a signi-
ficant advance on previous work in terms of information on
the low-lying states.

Botet and Jullien find that for finite chains (with periodic
boundary conditions) the GS is always a nondegenerate
S,'"=0 singlet. For 0 «~ & 1, the first excited state is an
S,"'= +1 doublet, and for 1 & X & ~, the first excited state
is an S,"'=0 singlet. At the Heisenberg point, A. =1, the
singlet and doublet states cross to yield a threefold degen-
erate, total spin S'"=1, triplet. The question which BJ ad-
dress is how the energy gap G~ between the two lowest
eigenstates behaves as a function of N, i.e., whether it per-
sists or disappears in the thermodynamic limit, N
In a finite-size scaling context, the limiting behavior is stu-
died by plotting the so-called "scaled gaps" NG~ as a func-
tion of X. The results are shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 4. At
A=O, the NG~ appear to be independent of N, which BJ
correctly interpret as indicating that Giv vanishes as 1/N
(N~ oo) for the spin-1 XY model. For 0 & li. ~l, the
values of NG~ at fixed A. show a smooth upward trend with
N, and this trend reaches a maximum at X =1. BJ apparent-
ly take thc view that the nonsuperposition and upward trend
of NG& indicate a divergence of NG~ as N ~, i.e. , that
the region 0 & A. «1 has a nonzero excitation gap G
= 5 )0 in the thermodynamic limit. This is interpreted by
BJ as supporting Haldane's picture (with )i.i =0) of an inter-
mediate phase with singlet-GS and nonzero excitation gap

The correct way to approach this situation is, however,
not just to look whether the NG~ superpose, but whether
they converge to some finite limiting value as N ~. If
limz NG~ is finite and nonzero, G~ eventually vanishes
as 1/N characteristic of an excitation continuum closing on
the GS (quasidegeneracy). If lim~ NGiv=0, then GN
behaves asymptotically as 1/N'+', s & 0, and this is charac-
teristic of a truly degenerate GS and the presence of LRO.
In order to have a nonzero G, i.e., a GS which is nonde-
generate and separated by a gap from the excitation spec-
trum, lirn~ NG~ must be divergent. ' Care is required,
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however, since finite-size effects setting in for X &0 will

slow the convergence for small N. Botet and Jullicn do not
seem to have appreciated this important point, and their
conclusions Q1ust be regarded as premature.

Por ~ )1, interesting behavior is observed with the rela-
tive ordering of the NG@ curves as a function of N inverting
at 8 value of X=1.18. Again, BJ interpret this phenom-
enon in the context of finite-size scaling theory by arguing,
essentially, that the upward trend of the NG~ curves for
1 ~X &1.18 indicates a nonzero 6, which vanishes as

1.18." Botet and Jullien identify X=1.18 as the ter-
mination p01nt ~2 of th.c intermediate ph8sc predicted by
Haldane. Correspondingly, the decreasing trend of the NG~
curves for X &1.18 is interpreted as reflecting the presence
of a doublet GS in the limit N ~ oo. Herc again, the inter-
pretation by BJ of their finite-chain results is inadequate for
two reasons:

(i) The analysis is based on the assumption that for
N ~, NG~ either diverges or vanishes for all A. except
the extrapolated "crossing point" X2, the possibility of a
convcrgcncc of NG~ to 8 fin1tc Qonzcio value in Rn cxtcQd-
cd ~ range is not taken into consideration.

(II) Tile syI11I11ctrtcs of HaIllll'totlla11 (1) stI'011gly suggest
that the T=0 phase transition occurs at ~=1. Moreover,
the exact results for the S = —, case indicate that X =1 might
be the location of an essential singularity. Under such cir-
cumstances great care must be exercised in the interpreta-
tion of approximate calculations, for the presence of an
essential singularity is well known to cause numerical extra-
polations to yield misleading results.

Taking these possible complications into consideration it
appears that the behavior of the NG~ curves interpreted by
BJ as being in strong support of Haldanes's predictions is
consistent with the picture known to be exact for the S =

2
chain: The T=O critical behavior changes only at ) =1,
where the symmetry of H also changes.

In support of this alternative interpretation of the
behavior of the 5 = 1 finite-chain results, an investigation of
the corresponding behavior of 5 = —finite chains is present-

2

cd and discussed. FOI' S=
2

Rnd A, «1, c8lculations werc
carried out by one of us for chains with 2 through 10 spins
and were discussed in detail some time ago. '4 More recently
they have been augmented by results for N =12 without af-
fecting the original discussion. " The results for X ~1, plot-
ted in the same way as those of BJ, are displayed in Fig. 2.
Note that there is a striking qualitative resemblance between
Pig. 1 of BJ and our Fig. 2. In particular, the curves NG~
cross at values of A., =1.1-1.16. This is in strong resem-
blance to the situation for S=1 with one exception. For
S=l, the scaled gaps NG~ at ~=1 show a more divergent
tendency than their S=

2
counterparts, and hence X, has

an increasing trend with N for small systems. If this ten-
dency persists for large N, Rnd goes as fast as N, then the
S=1 Heisenberg AFM chain has a gap. However, as will

be discussed later, if ) =1 corresponds to a singularity, as in
thc case of 5 = 2, then gq cxtrapolRtions can bc misleading.

By the arguments of BJ, Pig. 2 could be interpreted as re-
flecting the existence of a critical anisotropy X2=1.075
whcrc thc T=0 ciitlcal behavior changes from 8 phRsc with
singlet GS and nonzero excitation gap to phase with doublet
QS. Since this is known rigorously not to be the case of
5 = 2, the conclusion presents itself that the behavior of
the spin-1 chain may be very similar to the behavior of the

l2

rr
«err

5-

FIG. 2. Plot of the scaled gaps as a function of anisotropy for
spin 2. Data for %=4, 6, 8, 10, 12 are available for ) ~1 for both

NG& and the "true" scaled gaps NA& for 0 & A. & 1, we have data
only for N=4. The crossing points of NG& for A. ) 1, denoted
I,(N, %+2), are plotted vs 1/(N+1) in the inset. The g, appear
to extrapolate to a limiting value of 1.075, i.e., 7.5 k higher than the
exact value X,~ =1.

spin-- chain, and, by extension, that integer spin chains
show excitation spectra and T=0 critical properties which
are analogous to those of half-integer spin chains. This is in
agreement with continuity and symmetry considerations,
which might be expected to apply to Heisenberg spin chains
with arbitrary spin.

It is interesting to carry the discussion further. Por
0 & X &1, we have available exact results only for 64 for

as shown in Fig. 2. IQ additioQ, wc know thc exact
result G&=2tan(Ir/2N) for A. =O and %even. 24 Hence, at
X=O the NG~ converge very rapidly to the limit m with
correction terms 0 (N '). This is characteristic for a system
which behaves regularly. Rigorous results indeed confirm
that ~=0 is not a singular point of the S=

2
XXZ model

GS. At A. =1, on the other hand, thc convergence of NG~
is found to be very much slower. This can be seen in Fig. 2
from the dashed curves, which represent the scaled singlet-
doublet gaps as continued into the region X ~1 where wc
have data. 2' Such slow convergence of finite-chain data is a
characteristic feature of finite-chain data in the vicinity of an
essential singularity. For S = 2, ~ =1 is indeed the location
of an essential singularity.

According to Fig. 1 of Rcf. 4, thc S = 1 fin1tc-ch81Q dat8
exhibit similar behavior: The convergence of NG~ is very
rapid at )t =0 and extremely slow (or possibly nonexistent)
at ~=1. The interpretation of BJ is, however, exactly the
opposite of the interpretation which is correct for 5= 2:
The very rapid convergence of the NG~ at A. =0 is attribut-
ed to the presence of an essential singularity at ) =0,
whereas the extremely slow convergence or apparent diver-
gcncc of NG~ Rt X = 1 is 1QtclpI"ctcd 88 the I'cgulRI' bchav10I'
of 8 systcIIl %'1th 8 nonzci'0 excitation gap.

A point of soIYlc intcrcst 1S that fo1 5 =
2

Rnd cvcn N,
thc NG~ convcI'gc monoton1cally from Oboe at g =0»
whereas the convergence with N is monotonic from beIO+ at
~=1. Hence, the NG~ curves must successively cross Rt
some intermediate A.. Such 8 crossing of scaled gap curves
has not previously been observed in finite-size scaling treat-
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FIG. 3. Plot of the scaled gaps NG& and Nb, & for S=
&

and
1

N =4, 6, 8, 10, 12 as a function of 1/N for X values in the vicinity of
A. =1. The shaded region, corresponding to a variation in A. of
5~=0.1, indicates a region where the large-N limiting behavior is
not apparent for systems smaller than N =25 (indicated by the
dot-dashed line). The exact limiting value of NG& (and Nh&) for
A. =1 has the value m~ as indicated by an arrow.

ments of models expected to show a gapless line of critical
points ending in an essential singularity. ' The results for
S =1, as displayed in Ref. 4, leave it unclear whether NG~
at A. =O converges from above or from below or whether
the points superpose exactly.

Returning to discuss the phase transition at Xq, we show
in Fig. 3 the scaled gaps for S =

~
chains as a function of

1/N for various values of A, in the vicinity of the Heisenberg
point ) =1. Figure 3 is closely related to Fig. 24 of Ref. 14.
For ~ =1, the values of NG~ successively increase with Nin
a manner which suggests a nonzero limiting value. Howev-
er, an extrapolation of the points for N =4, 6, . . . , 12
would yield a result about 10% in error, i.e., 10% different
than what is now known to be the exact result (indicated by
an arrow in Fig. 3). Clearly, this situation is not amenable
to a routine 1/N extrapolation procedure, and no such at-
tempt was made in Ref. 14. For 1 & A. & 1.1 the values of
NG~ again increase with N, although more slowly. A
"reasonable" conclusion based on results for N
=4, 6, . . . , 12 would be that again NG~ leads to a nonzero
value in the limit N ~. This is known rigorously not to
be the case, and the implication is that for larger N (say,
N &30) the curve for NG~ has to turn downwards and go
to zero in the limit N ~ ~, 7 as indicated by the dashed
lines (sketches) in Fig. 3. For curves corresponding to
A. & 2.0 (not shown in Fig. 3), the downward trend is suffi-
ciently well developed to indicate a zero limit, even for
small N. It is clear that a corresponding plot for S=l

would shown very similar features, and the apparent trend
of points for NG~ in the region 1 ~ A. & 1.18 towards finite
nonzero or even infinite limit would support the conclusion
by BJ of a change in critical behavior at X =1.18 rather than
X =1. This conclusion could be spurious, an artifact of very
small systems in a region bordering a singularity. To obtain
a more accurate picture of what happens in the limit
N ~, the S =

~
results suggest that it might be necessary

to study S=l chains of at least 20-30 spins, a project
beyond the capacity of present generation computers.

For comparison, and for illustrative purposes, the "true"
finite system scaled excitation gaps for A, ) 1, denoted Nd ~,
are shown also in Fig. 3. Such curves, for X & 1, must ulti-
mately diverge as N, though this is not readily apparent for
small systems, N=4, 6, . . . , 12, for 1 & A. &1.1. The
shaded region, corresponding to a spread in X values of
hA. =0.1, indicates a parameter range in which it is difficult
to draw conclusions concerning the thermodynamic limit if
one only has results available for small finite systems. For
S =1 this X region is likely to include the "critical" value of
BJ of A. =1.18. We conclude that close to a singular value
of X, a finite-size scaling analysis has to be performed with
extreme caution.

III. T 0 SINGULARITIES AND EXCITATION SPECTRUM

The analysis above has served to establish the fact that
the essential singularity of the S =

~
Heisenberg-Ising AFM

at ~=1 will result in misleading finite-chain extrapolations
if the interpretation is too simplistic. It raises the strong
possibility that a similar singularity occurs at A. =1 in spin-1
chains. As noted above, BJ do consider the possibility -of an
essential singularity, but conclude it must occur at X=O.
However, the minimal corrections to the 1/N behavior of
the gap energies at A, =0 for both S =

~
and S = 1, even for

the smallest systems, is, in fact, an indication that the XXZ
model behaves regularly there. This has been verified by
rigorous calculations for S = ~, and is strongly suggested by

the numerical calculations of BJ themselves for S =1.
According to BJ, the T=O phase transition which they

believe to occur at A. = A.~ =1.18 is an ordinary second-order
phase transition similar to that observed in the S=-
transverse Ising model

H= X (SISI+t —hSt) (6)

at T=O for h h, = —,. In this model, the GS changes
from a singlet (h & /t, ) to a doublet (h ( h, ). It is impor-
tant to note that at the critical field h„ the excitation gap d,
which is nonzero for h & h„vanishes. The excitation gap
must also disappear in the S=1 Heisenberg-Ising AFM at
X = X~ if the conclusions of BJ are correct, for it is easy to
prove that a nonzero energy gap 6 between the GS and the
excitation spectrum for the infinite chain is incompatible
with the correlation function asymptotic behavior

(Sl'SI' „)—( —1)"/R ti',
conjectured by BJ. Such a behavior implies that the wave-
number-dependent correlation function diverges at the
Brillouin-zone boundary q =—q —m =0 as

(SgSg ) (
—

)
—3/4



I.e.,

a)S„(q, aI) «6 S (q, ra)
2m "o 2m

A +Bcosq «(S«S', )

Since the left-hand side of (12) is bounded for all q and
tllc rlgllt-11RIld SIdc dlvcfgcs fol' q ~ 0 according to (8), tllc
rigorous inequality (11) holds only if 5 =0, i.e., the excita-
tion gap is zero.

Finite-chain studies on the transverse Ising model were
performed some time ago. 3' It was found that the energies
of a number of low-lying excited states measured from the
GS energy have minima at h = h, which become increasing-

ly sharp as N increases, reflecting the closure of the excita-
tion gap at h = h, in the infinite system. No such effect has
been observed for the S =

2
Heisenberg-Ising AFM (1) as

a function of X at X=1, where a phase transition of com-
pletely different nature takes place (the excitation gap stays
zero on one side of the transition). Hence it appears to be
important to study the A, dependence of the energies of
low-lying excited states of the 5 =1 Heisenberg-Ising AFM
(1) by f1Illtc-cllR111 calculRtlolls 111 order to galll fUI'tllcr 111-

sight into the exact location and into the nature of the T =0
phase transition expected at X =1.

(12)

Here, (S«S' «) is the integrated intensity

(S;S*,) =-, "S (q, ~)

of the dynamic structure factor S (q, ««) at T=O, from
which we know that the first frequency moment E (q) is a
linear function of cosq.29'

E (q) =„aIS (q, aI) =A+BCOSq, (10)

with
~
A (, ~ 8) ~

«
. If we assume the presence of an energy

gap 6 «0, Eqs. (9) and (10) imply for q WO

lead to the spurious conclusion that the spin-2 Heisenberg

AFM also shows an additional intermediate phase. We in-
terpret thc misleading Icsults obtained by finItc-size scaling
techniques as being attributablc to an essential singularity at
the Heisenberg point for spin —,. A singularity at the

Heisenberg point for spin 1 could therefore also result in
misleading results.

Thc RQRlysls of BJ lmpllcs that thc spin-1 cxcltatlon spec-
trum for N oo has the form sketched in Fig. 1(b). In
particular, a continuum of excited states should "touch
down" and close up with the GS at the point P2. A more
detailed spin-1 analysis taking more of the excited states
into account should provide further insight. Botet and Jul-
lien remark that they hope to extend their analysis to spin-

—, and spin-2 chains. A finite-size analysis of spin-2 chains

should be particularly revealing in the context of the above
dlscusslon.

In summary, the fact that the finite-size scaling behavior
of spin-2 Heisenberg-Ising AFM chains so closely resem-
bles the corresponding behavior of spin-1 chains, must cast
doubt on the Botet- Jullicn analysis. By implication, doubt is

also cast on Haldanc s contcntlon that integer-spin
Heisenberg-IIsing AFM chains have very different phase
behavior in the GS from half-integer-spin chains.

Nevertheless, the existing numerical analyses on spin-
2

and

spin-1 systems are very intriguing. Further comparative
studies on both spin-2 and spin-1 linear systems are very

desirable, since it appears that the establishment (or other-
wise) of the Haldane conjecture by numerical techniques re-
quires great care and a more extensive numerical analysis.

Finally, our preliminary study of the spin- —, AFM XXZ
model has revealed a number of interesting and unexpected
results in the context of finite-size scaling analysis.

Notes added in proof

Botet and Jullien have recently performed a finite-size
scaling analysis of spin-1 finite-chain calculations of %=2
through 12 spins. Their conclusions support a conjecture by
Haldane that integral-spin Heisenberg-Ising AFM chains
show different phase behavior from half-integral-spin
Heisenberg AFM chains. Specifically, BJ conclude from
their analysis that a new "intermediate" phase with a
nonordered singlet GS and an excitation gap occurs for an
extended range of anisotropy X, including the Heisenberg
po11lt X = 1 [scc Flg. 1(b)]. Slllcc sUch R rcsUlt Is lll Rp-

parent conflict with continuity and symmetry considerations,
wc have attempted to test the reliability of this numerical
study by performing an analogous finite-size scaling analysis
on S =

2
finite chains for X=2 through 12 spins. The

spIQ-
2

Hclscnbcrg-Ising AFM chaIQ ls known I lgorously

not to display such an "intermediate" phase [see Fig. 1(a)].
For easy-plane anisotropy (0 ~ A. ( 1) the system is gapless
with a singlet GS, and for easy-axis anisotropy (A. )1), the
GS is a doublet with an excitation-energy gap to a continu-
um of excited states. At the Heisenberg point 1=1, there
is an essential singularity representing the termination of
the gapless phase. However, our numerical studies on
spin-

2
finite chains reveal a picture strikingly similar to that

found by BJ for spin 1. The arguments of BJ could easily

1. After this Comment was submitted for publication, we
were informed by J. Solyorn that he had independently ob-
served the fact that a finite-size scaling plot of spin- 2

chains was qualitatively similar to the Botet-Jullien spin-1
plot, and had inferred that quite long chains were required
to see the true asymptotic behavior. We are indebted to J.
Solyom for kindly sending some of his unpublished materi-
al.

2. We are pleased to see that R. Botet and R. Jullien and
their associate E. %. Kolb have discussed the points made
in this Comment in a paper submitted after our Comment
was Rcccptcd, RIld pUbllslmd 1I1 J. Pllys. A 16, L673 (1983).
This paper is essentially an expanded version of the rebuttal
which accompanies our Comment.
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